November 4, 2017

University of California San Diego School of Medicine
Garren Auditorium, Basic Science Building (Room 1105)
9500 Gilman Dr. La Jolla, CA 92093

Arrival (8:00----8:30)
Opening Remarks (8:30 – 8:35 AM)
Dr. Jan Dutz

Definition Workshop and Invited Speaker (8:35----9:45)
Chair: Dr. Victoria P Werth

8:35 AM INVITED SPEAKER: INGRID LUNDBERG – ACR/EULAR MYOSITIS CRITERIA
9:00 AM DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA FOR DERMATOMYOSITIS UTILIZING THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE
Josef Symon S. Concha, Victoria P. Werth, Joseph F. Merola, David Fiorentino, Jan Peter Dutz, Mark Goodfield, Filippa Nyberg, Beatrix Volc---Platzer, Manubo Fujimoto, Chia Chun Ang
9:40 AM UPDATE ON DLE CRITERIA Joseph F Merola

Coffee Break (9:45----10:00 AM)

Oral Presentation I (10:00----11:30 AM)
Chair: Dr. Joseph Merola

Presenters have 8 minutes to present and 4 minutes for questions at the end of their presentation.

10:00 AM LASER DOPPLER IMAGING: AN OBJECTIVE OUTCOME MEASURE FOR ASSESSMENT OF CUTANEOUS LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
Md Yuzaiqil Md Yusof, Jason Britton, Elizabeth M Hensor, Mark Goodfield, Miriam Wittmann, Paul Emery, Edward M Vital

10:12 AM ALTERNATIVE ANTIMALARIAL THERAPY IN PATIENTS WHO ARE HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE ALLERGIC OR INTOLERANT
Kathryn Riley, Marleigh Stern, Zachary Schwager, Ruth Ann Vleugels, Alisa Femia
10:24 AM  LENALIDOMIDE TREATMENT OF CUTANEOUS LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS: THE MAYO CLINIC EXPERIENCE
Scott A. Kindle, David A. Wetter, Mark D. Davis, Mark R. Pittelkow, Gabriel F. Sciallis

10:36 AM  MYELOID DERIVED SUPPRESSOR CELLS (MDSCs) ARE ELEVATED IN THE BLOOD OF DISCOID LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS PATIENTS
Stephanie Florez----Pollack, Lin-----chiang Tseng, Masato Kobayashi, Kiyoshi Ariizumi, Benjamin F. Chong.

10:48 AM  NATURAL HISTORY OF DISEASE ACTIVITY AND DAMAGE IN PATIENTS WITH CUTANEOUS LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS ON STANDARD OF CARE TREATMENTS USING LONGITUDINAL REGISTRIES FROM TWO ACADEMIC DERMATOLOGY CENTERS
Noelle M. Teske, Khor Jia Ker, Rui Feng, Benjamin F. Chong and Victoria P Werth

11:00 AM  CHILBLAIN LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS — CLINICAL AND HISTOLOGIC CHARACTERIZATION OF AN INSTITUTIONAL COHORT
Anthony P. Fernandez, Laura J Kooistra, Claudia M Ricotti, Michael K. Schowalter.

11:12 AM  OPEN DISCUSSION – WHAT ARE THE NEEDS IN CLE RESEARCH?

**Oral Presentation II (11:30 AM – 12:42 PM)**
Chair: Dr. David Fiorentino

Presenters have 8 minutes to present and 4 minutes for questions at the end of their presentation.

11:30 AM  TOFACITINIB CITRATE FOR REFRACTORY CUTANEOUS DERMATOMYOSITIS: AN EXPANDED SERIES DEMONSTRATING IMPROVEMENT IN SEVEN PATIENTS

11:42 AM  APPLICABILITY OF EULAR/ACR CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA FOR DERMATOMYOSITIS TO AMYOPATHIC DISEASE
Basil Patel, Neelam Khan, Victoria P. Werth
11:54 AM  MALIGNANCIES MISSED BY AGE--- AND GENDER---APPROPRIATE SCREENING IN DERMATOMYOSITIS PATIENTS AND AN UPDATE OF DERMATOMYOSITIS IN A LARGE PATIENT COHORT IN THE UNITED STATES
Avery Kundrick, Galen Foulke

12:06 PM  REEXAMINING “MECHANIC’S HANDS” AS A CHARACTERISTIC SKIN FINDING IN DERMATOMYOSITIS
Josef Symon S. Concha, Joseph F. Merola, David Fiorentino, Victoria P. Werth

12:18 PM  OUT----OF----POCKET PATIENT COSTS, ADDED VALUE OF PULMONARY EVALUATION, AND RADIATION EXPOSURE IN POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY COMPARED WITH BROAD MALIGNANCY SURVEILLANCE IN DERMATOMYOSITIS: AN UPDATE.
Avery Kundrick, Galen Foulke

12:30 PM  FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH CLINICAL REMISSION OF SKIN DISEASE IN DERMATOMYOSITIS
Paige W. Wolstencroft, Lorinda S. Chung, Shufeng Li, Livia Casciola----Rosen and David F. Fiorentino

12:42 PM  OPEN DISCUSSION – WHAT ARE THE NEEDS IN DM RESEARCH?

Lunch Break (12:30 – 1:30 PM)

Oral Presentation III (1:30 – 2:18 PM)
Chair: Dr. Heidi Jacobe
Presenters have 8 minutes to present and 4 minutes for questions at the end of their presentation.

1:30 PM  PAIN IN MORPHEA PATIENTS CORRELATES WITH A POOR QUALITY OF LIFE AND DOES NOT CORRELATE WITH DISEASE ACTIVITY
Stephanie Florez----Pollack, Charles S. Roberts, Elaine F. Kunzler, Heidi T. Jacobe

1:42 PM  EVALUATING RESULTS OF AN INTERFERON----γ RELEASE ASSAY IN PATIENTS WITH AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE ON HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE
Rebecca G. Gaffney and Victoria P. Werth

1:54 PM  AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES IN PATIENTS WITH CUTANEOUS LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
Elaine Kunzler, Linda S. Hynan and Benjamin F. Chong
2:06 PM  A MOUSE MORPHEA MODEL REVEALS CXCL9 DRIVEN PATHOGENESIS
Dhrumil Patel, Jillian M. Richmond, Madhuri Garg, Tomoya Watanabe, Carol A. Feghali----Bostwick, John E. Harris & Heidi Jacobe

2:18 PM  OPEN DISCUSSION – WHAT ARE THE NEEDS IN MORPHEA RESEARCH?

Afternoon Coffee Break (2:30----3:00 PM)

Clinical Case Presentations (3:00 – 4:30 PM)
Chair: Dr. Alisa Femia
Presenters have 6 minutes to present and 4 minutes for discussion

3:00 PM  STIMULATOR OF INTERFERON GENES----ASSOCIATED VASCULOPATHY WITH ONSET IN INFANCY: AN EXPANDED SPECTRUM OF DISEASE AND TREATMENT WITH TOFACITINIB
Avery LaChance, Allen Ho, Abeer Alsarheed, Hatice Ezgi Baris, Sara O. Vargas, Alicia Casey, Fatma Dedeoglu, Ruth Ann Vleugels

3:10 PM  NEW ONSET OF LUPUS NEPHRITIS DURING USTEKINUMAB THERAPY FOR PSORIASIS
Ayida Al Khalili, Leah Scott, Jan Dutz

3:20PM  A CASE OF NXP2 DERMATOMYOSITIS PRESENTING WITH DYSTROPHIC CALCINOSIS CUTIS AND PRIMARY BILIARY CIRRHOSIS
Joanie Pinard, Allen Ho, Abeer Alsarheed, Avery Lachance, aMarleigh Stern, Alisa Femia, Joseph F. Merola, Ruth Ann Vleugels

3:30 PM  A RARE CASE OF LOCALIZED SCLEROSIS OF THE SCALP
Joanie Pinard, Allen Ho, Abeer Alsarheed, Scott R. Granter, Paul Dellaripa, Ruth Ann Vleugels

3:40 PM  UNILATERAL VOCAL CORD PARESIS IN CLASSIC DERMATOMYOSITIS
David R. Pearson, and Victoria P. Werth

3:50 PM  NECROBIOTIC XANTHOGRANULOMA MASQUERADING AS SARCOIDOSIS AND COGAN’S SYNDROME
Molly Plovanich, Ruth Ann Vleugels, Joseph F. Merola

4:00 PM  OPEN DISCUSSION – WHAT IS BEST FORUM TO PUBLISH CASE REPORTS?
RDS BUSINESS MEETING (4:15----5:00 PM)

RECEPTION AND MIXER (6:00----8:00 PM)
Rock Bottom (8980 La Jolla Village Drive, La Jolla, CA 92037)

A heartfelt thank----you to our Corporate Sponsor: